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It is proven that, in resistive magnetohydrostatics, the only force- 
free magnetic fields B which remain force-free in time are those for 
which cx is constant in space and time, where a is defined by V x B = 
CXB 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Force-free magnetic fields B in magnetohydrostatics are those for which 
V x B = olB, with 01 a scalar field. The term “resistive” means that the 
conductivity u is not idealized to be infinite, so that the magnetic field decays 
through ohmic dissipation, the time scale of decay being directly proportional 
to u. 
The question naturally arises as to whether a force-free field, with 
01# const., remains force-free in time. For a magnetohydrostatic force-free 
field, the bulk velocity is zero and the magnetic field exerts no net force on 
the material; hence such fields are good candidates for stable end configura- 
tions of magnetohydrodynamic problems. The stability of force-free fields is 
considered by Voslamber and Callebaut [l], as well as in the references cited 
in their paper. Any force-free field which remains force-free in time, then, 
has immediate physical significance. 
Lundquist [2] tries to prove that only force-free fields with constant oi 
remain force-free in time, by stating “If the field is to remain force-free we 
must have B = Bee-At,” and then going on to deduce o( = const. However, 
his assumption is unjustified, and even if one expands B as xi B,(r) e-AJt 
this approach appears to have little possibility for success [3]. Chandrasekhar 
and Woltjer [4] support their argument that of solutions of V x V x B = ar2B 
only force-free ones should be accepted as candidates for stable end con- 
figurations, by referring to Lundquist’s result. Ferraro and Plumpton [S] 
discuss force-free fields for which 01 varies spatially, but they do not consider 
how such fields develop in time. 
In a previous paper [6], it was demonstrated that the scalar field 01 cannot 
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be a function of space alone or of time alone; i.e., h/at = 0 if and only if 
Va! = 0. Either 01 must vary with both space and time or it must be a pure 
constant, independent of both space and time. In this paper the first possibility 
is eliminated: the only resistive magnetohydrostatic force-free fields which 
remain force-free in time are those for which OL is constant in space and time. 
II. THE BMIC EQUATIONS 
[Note: This section follows certain parts of a previous paper [6], in which 
the properties of CY were first investigated]. 
In magnetohydrostatics, force-free (magnetic) fields B are fields such that 
the Lorentz force j x B throughout the material vanishes; i.e., j and B are 
parallel everywhere and at all times. Since j is given by V x B = pj, a scalar 
field (Y (which may vary with space or time) is defined by 
V xB=aB. (1) 
As always, we require that B be divergence-free: 
V.B=O. (2) 
The divergence of (1) is 0 = Va * B + olV * B, so (2) implies 
B.Vo=O. (3) 
It should be noted that (1) and (3) imply (2), assuming a + 0, so we can 
forget about (2) and work with (1) and (3). 
In magnetohydrodynamics, the time development of B is given by 
z=Vx(vxB)+lVsg at w ’ 
where 0 is the (finite) conductivity of the material. The velocity v of material 
motion is assumed to be zero in magnetohydrostatics, and VsB can be simpli- 
fied: 
VsB = - V x (V x B) + V(V . B) = - V x (orB) + 0 
z- Va x B - aV x B = B x Va - a2B. 
Defining r = t/pu (the “reduced time”), we thus arrive at 
Equations (I), (3), (5) comprise the starting point for this mathematical 
problem. 
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We now try to find a similar equation for the time development of 01. From 
the discussion above we see that we can write (5) as 
aB -= 
aT - V x (V x B). (6) 
Taking the curl of (6), we obtain 
;(VxB)=-Vx[Vx(VxB)]=V2(VxB)-V[V*(VxB)] 
= Va@B) - 0 = BV2a + 2(Va . V) B + olV”B 
= BV2a + 2(Va . V) B + 01 g. 
We can differentiate (1) with respect to 7, for it is assumed to hold for all 
time: 
;(V x B) =&(aB) =&B +a$ 
Equating these results finally gives 
B 2 = BV201 + 2(Vor . V) B. (7) 
From (7) we see that VCX = 0 implies &/a7 = 0, so that when we prove 
Vol = 0 we shall know that 01 must be constant in both space and time. For 
such an 01, the solution of (5) is B = B,(r) c-@/~~)~, where V x B, = orB, . 
By vector multiplying (7) by B, we obtain an important equation with no 
time derivatives: 
B x (V(y. V) B = 0. (8) 
This equation expresses the fact that B remains force-free in time: it is simply 
the condition (a/&) [B x (V x B)] = 0, with (5) used to define aB/ar. 
Equations (l), (3), and (8) are three ordinary spatial equations which must be 
satisfied at any time, and one can wonder whether they contain all the informa- 
tion in (5); i.e., if (l), (3), and (8) are satisfied at an initial time T,, and if (5) 
is used to define B at other times, must B remain force-free in time ? The 
answer to this question is no, for while (8) ensures that (1) holds at the “next 
instant of time To + d?, there is no reason for (8) to continue to hold at time 
~a + dT. The method of this paper is to obtain a contradiction by assuming 
Vor “, 0, working with equations involving only spatial dependence. At 
first we shall use only (l), (3), and (8), but in part V we shall have to obtain 
additional information by differentiating (8) with respect to 7 and eliminating 
the time derivatives. 
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To summarize: we shall from now on assume OL + const., and at first work 
with three basic equations: 
VxB=aB (1) 
B.Va:=O (3) 
B x (Va: * V) B = 0. (8) 
[Starting from these basic equations, it is possible to give a straightforward 
proof that there are no cylindrically symmetric force-free fields [6].] 
III. DERIVATIVES OF UNIT VECTORS 
It is worthwhile to work with the unit vectors B and V&l In terms of these, 
(3) immediately becomes 
R * vii? = 0. (9 
Thus we can add the unit vector B x VOZ to B and Val to obtain a triad (ortho- 
gonal coordinate system) at each point. 
Equation (8) can be written in terms of B and Vd by writing B = Bl% 
O=Bx(VdV)(BB)=(BxB)V&VB+BBx(V&V)B 
= B8 x (V& . V) 8. (10) 
Since B is of constant magnitude, 
&(v&v)B=g(v&v)(&B)=g(v&V)1 =o. (11) 
We now combine (10) and (11) to obtain 
(Voz * V) R = [R x (VLi? * 0) R] x R + RR * (V& - V) 8 = 0. (12) 
These steps could be reversed, so (8) is actually equivalent to (12). 
Geometrically, (9) and (12) say that each Var-line must lie in a plane. B is 
constant along a Vor-line, and is always perpendicular to it, so with any Vor-line 
is associated a direction (8) to which that Vor-line is always perpendicular. 
Therefore the Va-line lies in a plane perpendicular to that direction. 
To find other derivatives of unit vectors, we use the identity 
V(C~D)=(CV)D+(DV)C+Cx(VxD)+Dx(VxC). (13) 
In (13) let C = Vol and D = B: 
(V‘x.V)B+(B.V)Vcl=-V~orx(VxB)=olBxVol. (14) 
1 Throughout this paper, the symbol VB will denote the unit vector Va/l Var I 
(usually written as 6x). 
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(Vol.V)B =(V&‘)(B& =BVol-VB + B(%.V)B =&‘ol-VB. 
Also, 
(B-V)Vor=(B-V)(\VcxJVB)=V&(B.V)jVorj +(VorI(B*V)VB. 
Dividing by B ( VCL 1 , we transform (14) into the form 
BV&VB 
B 
+,,(~ww 
I v&i I 
+(R~v)v&=aR XV& (15) 
Scalar multiplication of (15) successively by B, VB, and i? x V& gives three 
equations: 
&(&V)V&=-Ep 
B*vpolj =o 
(Rxva)~(B-V)VB=a. 
From (18) we can show 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
409/29/r-8 
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Now let C = D = B in (13): 
V(B2)=2(B-V)B+2Bx(VxB)=2(B-V)B+2BxorB 
= 2(B * V) B. 
Since V(B2) = 2BVB, 
(&V)B =VB. (20) 
Scalar multiply (20) by B x VaZ: 
(a x VaZ) . VB = (I? x VZ) . (B . V) B = (B x Val) * (B * V) (BB) 
= B@ x Vd) . (& . V) 8 + (a x V&) . && . VB. 
Thus 
(~xv(q.(~.v)BJBxy)*vB. (21) 
Let us now require V . B = 0, writing it out in terms of our basis vectors. 
[If%, 21 2 a +I is a triad at a point, V . B = Cf=r ri, * (& * V) B, as can be seen 
by pretending the 7ii do not vary in space and writing +$ . (fii * V) B as 
(Gz - V) (& - B).] Thus 
0 = 8 - (A . V) B + V&Y * (V& . V) B + (a x Vdz) * [(B x VZ) * V]B. 
But 
V&e(VoZ+V)B =BVal(VaZV)~+V&&‘&VB 
=o+o=o, 
and 
(& x VOZ) - [(& x VB) * V]B = B@ x V&) . [(B x Val) . VJ& 
+ (B x VG) .8(8 x VJ) * VB. 
Therefore 
(B x vq * [(A x Vaz) -V] B = - *q , (22) 
Finally, in (13) we let C = D = Va to obtain 
VlVcLl =(vaz~v)vcY=vqvoz*v)jvcd~ +~vLY~(vdz~v)v&. 
Scalar multiplying (23) by B x VOZ then gives 
(23) 
(24) 
We are at last ready to write out all derivatives of our unit vectors 8, V& 
8 x VOZ, of the form (‘lit * V) rZi . First, because ri, * Aj is constant throughout 
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all space (being zero or one), (Ak * V) (& * A,) = 0 for any i, j, k. Therefore, for 
any 6 j, A, 
~i.(Tik.V)r23=-ri3.(~FLlc’V)~~. (25) 
We shall expand (AZ * V) tiij as xi=, +&ii, . (ii, V) fiij . First, we define five 
scalar fields K, , using (16) (21), (22), (24), and (25): 
(fi x VOZ) . VB 
Kl Ix 8 * (B ‘ V) (8 x V&) == - --B 
K,&(B..V)Vi;2Ey!! 
K, zs (iti x V’S) . [@ x V&E) . V] B = - ‘2 
K4 FE (B x V&) . [(B x V&) * V] V& 
Then, using (18), (19), (25), and (26), we finally obtain 
(8 - V) B = - fc,va - K,(B x va> 
(B * V) V& = K,B + a@ x va> 
(S . V) (B x va> = K,B - aV& 
(WV)B =o 
(Voz * 0) vol^ = - K,(B x Vd) 
(V& * V) (B x VZ) = I&v&? 
[(S x va> . V] B = - avei + KS@ x Vd;) 
[(B x Voz) * V] 062 = a& + I&(& x vq 
[(8 x V&) . V] (B x V&) = - K$ - KaVd. 
IV. DERIVATIVES OF THE Ki 
(264 
(26’~) 
(264 
(264 
(264 
(274 
(274 
(274 
(274 
(279 
(27f) 
ww 
W-4 
(27i) 
We have squeezed a lot of information out of (l), (3), and (8), but there is 
still some left. Note that in equations (26a), (26b), and (26~) we have all the 
components of VB, so we can expand VB as 
“B” = I&i? + KaVoZ + K,(& x V&). -- (28) 
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Since VB/B = V(ln B), the curl of (28) must vanish. V x C = 0 means 
rZi * (a, * V) C = 5 * (AZ * V) C for all pairs i, j. 
For example, let 4, = B and nj = VS. Then 
% - (cl& * V) [Ka& + KaVaZ + K,@ x Vi)] 
=B.~voL~vKs+KaB.(~~.~)B+B.~0z~9.~~,+~,~.(~~.~)~~ 
+&(A x Vdi)VaZ-VKr +K,&(V&V)(~ x VOZ) 
=Vd*VKa 
and 
Vale (B - V) [K$ + K,V& + K,(B x V&)] 
= KaVaZ - (B . V) B + & - VK, + K,VoZ . (A * V) (B x V’S) 
=- K,K, f & * VK, - aKl , 
so 
V&VK3=&VK,-K2K,--dCl. (29) 
The other two components of V x [- VB/B] = 0 can be worked out 
similarly, to give 
(% x VaZ) - VK, - aK3 - K,K, = - K,K, + VOZ - VK, (30) 
% - VK, = (A x VOZ) - VK, . (31) 
[It could be shown that equations (26), (27), (29), and (31) are completely 
equivalent to (l), (3), and (8), but this would be unnecessary.] 
Derivatives of the Ki have occurred in the last three equations. It is possible 
to get relationships between various derivatives ni * VK, , and we shall now 
do this in a systematic way. Consider the general equation 
(A, * V) pi, - (9, * V) ji4] = [(A, - V) f&] * [(+& * V) i2.J 
+ n2 * {[(k$ * V) fi,] * v> 7i, + iti2 * A, * (A, * V) vii,. 
I ’ b 
(32) 
The arrows in the last term indicate which vectors (or gradient operators) 
are scalar multiplied together. It is evident that 
(the order of differentiation does not matter), so by exchanging 4 and fia 
in (32) and subtracting the resulting equation from (32) we obtain 
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(f& . V) [fi2 * (ii2 * V) 1;J - (f$ * V) [h, . (ii1 * V) ri‘J 
= [(ii1 * V) A,] * [($ * V) i&] - [(i-i2 *V) S2] * [(ii1 . 0) &] 
+ f, * {[(G1 - V) A2] * v7) ii4 
- fi, * {[(i& . V) ii,] * V) A4 . (33) 
Equation (33) is identically zero if 7i, = & or if +is = 7i, , since 
&, * (fii . V) ii = 0 for any i, j. In the other nine cases (defined by choosing 
a pair (& ,7is) and another pair (As , 4 , 6 ) with k, f 7i, and 7iz f A& we get 
the following relationships: 
VS. VK, = - ci2 - K,K, - K22 
V&.VK, = aK, - K,K, + K,K, 
(6 > f&) (A2 >a 
I 1 
8, voz (34a) 
8, Dal 8, B x VB Wb) 
fsVK,=-~V~ar~-ciKs-~K~ w, B x VB. (34c) 
= - K&s 
64 , fi,) @2 , f&> 
(fi x VS) * VK, 
-- 
=2ciK, - K,K, + K,K, B, V8 (344 
B $ VK, + (23 x V&) . VK, 
=a2 - K12 -K2K4 - KS2 B, S x VB 34(e) 
s .VK, = 2aK, + K,K, - K3K4 vdz, s x Vd (34f) 
IVol] =-UK,-aK4+K3K5 
VB . VK, = CLK~ - &s - K3K4 
V&VK,+(~ xV&).VK, 
= - a2 - Ka2 - KS2 
8, VB P&T) 
8, B x VB (34h) 
Vd, B X VS. (34i) 
(The second form of (34c) is derived from (34g).) 
We see that (34b) and (34d) imply (30), but that (29) and (31) are not 
contained in (34). The best we can do is simplify (29) slightly by using (34h): 
B .VK, = 2aK, -aK5 + K,K, -K3K4. (35) 
Besides (34) and (35), the only other equation involving derivatives of the 
Kt is (31): 
s . VK, = (J? x V&) * VK, , (31) 
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V. ADDITIONAL RELATIONS 
Using only the (time-independent) equations developed so far, we cannot, 
apparently, prove that OL cannot vary spatially. Equation (8) follows from (4) 
by requiring (a/&) [(V x B) x B] = 0, but we have not yet required that 
the time derivative of (8) be zero. Additional information is obtained, there- 
fore, by setting the time derivative of (27d) (which is equivalent to (8)) to zero: 
o=~[(v~.v)B]=[($vo;).v]B+(vo;.v)~. (36) 
We can find &/a7 from (5) by writing 
Then (5) becomes, after division by B, 
Since 
B.~=~$((B.B)-&+o, 
aS - = [ va ( B x V&. a7 (37) 
Then 
&(&va) =&B. V&)-~.voi=o-o=o. 
Also, VB . (a/&) Vdz = 0, so the only nonvanishing component of (a/&) Vbz 
is the (8 x VB)-component, which we denote Q: 
$0; =Q& x VaZ. (38) 
Therefore, using (27f) and (27g), (36) becomes 
O=Q[@ x V$)V]~+(WV)[IVar]~ XV%] 
=Q[-cS&+K,~xV6?]+[V&~V(Va~]~XV~+)Va~[&V~], 
whose two components are 
-aQ+z&IvaI =o 
K,Q+(vB~v))vct~ =o. 
(39) 
(9 
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Multiplying (39) by Ka and (40) by cz and adding, we finally obtain 
a(V& * V) 1 vex / + K& / Va 1 = 0. (41) 
Equation (41) will be used directly in Section VII, after we prove K5 = 0. 
In order to prove K5 = 0, we will need an equation derived by operating 
on (41) with g . V. According to (17), B . V 1 VLI / = 0. Therefore, 
0 = B . V[,(VG . 0) j Va 11 + B . V[K,K, 1 Vcu 11 
= _R * Vop& . V) / va / + a[@ . V) vq . v / va / + cu(V& . V) [B . v 1 va I] 
- CX[(V& . V) 81 . V 1 Va 1 + K, j VU / 2 . VK, 
+ K3 1 VCL j B . VK, + K,K,B . V j Vol j 
=O+ol[K,~+a~xVoZ].VIVolI+O-O~KKg/V~~i.VK3 
+ K, I Vm I (-- K&) + 0 
= 0 + a”[ - K5 j VU I] + K5 1 Vor ) B * VK, - Ka2K5 1 VCY. i , 
where (27b), (27d), (34c), and (26e) have been used. Since j VCX ) f 0 by 
assumption, 
K@ . VK, - (a2 + Ka2)] = 0. (42) 
VI. PROOF THAT KS = 0 
Let us assume K5 f 0, so that (42) becomes 
ii? . VK, = 01~ + K,2. 
Operate on (34g) with B . V: 
o=&vp) 
(43) 
= -(K2+K,)~.Vol--~.VK2--~.VK4+K5~.VK3+K3~.VK:, 
= 0 - ai? . VK, - (YB . VK, + K5(a2 + K3) + K3(- K3Ks). 
Therefore fi . VK, + B * VK, = aK5 . On the other hand, subtracting (35) 
from (34f) gives fi . VK, - fi . VK, = aK5 . We therefore conclude 
&VK,=O WV 
I?. VK, = aK5. (45) 
First, we repeat (34~): 
B . VK, = - K,K, . (46) 
In view of (44), (35) reads 
2aK, = aK5 + K3(K4 - K,). (47) 
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Operate with B * V on (47): 
2& * VK, = L& * VK, + 8 . VKs(K, - K,) + K@ * VK, - & . VK,] 
= a(- K&s) + (a” + KS21 (& - K2) + K&K,). 
Thus 
2& * VK, = (a2 + Ks2) (K4 - K,). (48) 
We can finally obtain a contradiction by operating on (34d) with B * V. 
First, 
fi. V[(B x Vdz) . VK,] = [(B * V) (& x VZ)] * VK, + (B x VS) . V[& . VK,] 
- ([(8 x V&l) * V] 8) * VK, 
= [K,l? - LA’&] * VK, + 0 
- [- 0rVoZ + KS& x V&] s VK, 
= 0 - K@ x V&) . VK, 
= - 2aKa2 - KlK3(K4 - K,) 
= - 2cKs2 - 2aK12 + aK,K, , 
where (47) has been used in the last step. We can therefore write 
- 2a(K,2 + Ks2) + oJi;K, = B . V[2oJ;T, + K,(K, - K2)] 
= 2or(x2 + K:) 
+ (K4 _ K2) b2 + Kx2) tK4 - K2) 
2a + K,(ox, - 0). 
After cancelling the c&K, terms and multiplying through by 21x, we arrive at 
(a” + Ks2) (K4 - KJ2 + 401~ + 8a2Kz2 + 4cx2K12 = 0. (49) 
The left hand side of (49) is a sum of squares, and can be zero only if 
every (square) term is zero. We are thus led to 01 E 0, which is contrary to 
our assumption ( Vol 1 f 0 (at least in the region under consideration), There- 
fore the original assumption of this section, K5 # 0, was impossible, and we 
have proved K5 = 0. 
VII. PROOF THAT 01 = CONST. 
The equations of Section VI must now be forgotten, for they were based 
on an assumption which turned out to be impossible. We have left only the 
result of Section VI, 
K5 = 0. (50) 
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With K5 = 0, (34f) and (35) show that I? * VK, = & * VK, . On the other 
hand, (34g) now reads 1 Vol 1 = - aK, - CLK~, and since I? * V ( Va [ = 0 
(17) and I? * VCL = 0, fi . V applied to (34g) yields 
- a(& . VK, + 8 . VK4) = 0. 
But 01 f 0 because \ Vol 1 + 0, so we conclude 
&VK,=O (51) 
&VK, =O. (52) 
Equation (34a) now is VB *VK, = - OiL - K22, and B * V on its right 
hand side is zero. Therefore 
0 = a . V(V& . VK2) 
= [(A * V) VG] * VK, + V 8 - O(B - VK,) - [(V&e V) 8] . VK, 
= [K2B + a(8 x Vdz)] . VK, + 0 - 0 
= 0 + 01[2olK, - K&, + K,K,], 
where (27b), (51), (27d), and (34d) have been used. Thus 
2cuK, = Kl(K2 - K4). (53) 
On the other hand, (34f) with B * VK, = 0 gives 
2cxKl = - K,(K, - K4). (54) 
Multiply (53) by Kl and (54) by K, and add, to get 2a(K,a + Kaa) = 0, 
which implies 
Kl = 0 (55) 
K3 = 0. (56) 
The only nonzero Ki left are K, and K4 . Equations (41), (34a), (34i), and 
(34g) now read 
cLVB*V(Val ==o (57) 
VB. VK, = - a2 - K22 (58) 
Vol.VK4=-a2-KK,2 (59) 
/ Vci 1 = - a(K, + K4). (60) 
Operate with OioB . V on (60): 
0 = ava - v ( va ( 
= - OiVB * Va(K2 + K4) - oiL(VB . VK, + V&s ‘OK,) 
- / Var ) [ - CX( K, + KJ] - a”[( - a2 - Kz2) + (- 01~ - K42)] 
= ) Vor I2 + 201~ + cGK,~ + cx2Kq2, 
122 
where (60) has been used. Therefore 1 Va j = 0, in contradiction to the 
assumption used throughout this paper, that (Y f const. [This last equation 
also implies (Y E 0, but it must be remembered that all the work from part III 
on assumed ) VCX 1 f 0, and we occasionally divided by 1 VCY 1 . The general 
solution for CL = const. is mentioned after (7).] We have shown that, in 
resistive magnetohydrostatics, 01 must be constant in order for a force-free 
magnetic field to remain force-free in time. 
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